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Abstract. This paper presents a constructive model by which a robot acquires the ability of joint
attention with a human caregiver based on its embedded mechanisms of visual attention and
learning with self-evaluation. The former is to look at a salient object in the robot’s view, and the
latter is to learn sensorimotor co-ordination when visual attention has succeeded. Since the success
of visual attention does not always correspond to the success of joint attention, the robot has
incorrect learning data for joint attention as well as correct data. However, the robot is expected
statistically to lose incorrect data as outliers since such data do not have any correlation in the
sensorimotor co-ordination while correct data have a correlation. The robot consequently acquires
the ability of joint attention by ﬁnding the correlation in the sensorimotor co-ordination even if
multiple objects are placed at random positions in an environment and a human caregiver does not
provide any task evaluation to the robot. The experimental results show that the proposed model
makes the robot reproduce the developmental process of infants’ joint attention. Therefore, the
proposed model could be one of the models to explain how infants develop the ability of joint attention.
Keywords:
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1. Introduction
Human infants acquire various and complicated cognitive functions through interactions
with their environments during the ﬁrst few years. However, the cognitive developmental
processes of infants are not completely revealed. A number of researchers (Bremner
1994, Elman et al. 1996, Johnson 1997) in cognitive science and neuroscience have
attempted to understand infants’development. Their behavioural approaches have explained
the phenomena of infants’ development. However, the developmental mechanisms are
still not clear. In contrast, constructivist approaches have potential to reveal the cognitive
developmental mechanisms of infants. It has been suggested in robotics that the building
of human-like intelligent robots based on evidence about infants could lead researchers
to an understanding of the mechanisms of infants’ development (Brooks et al. 1998,
Asada et al. 2001)
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Joint attention with a caregiver is one of the abilities that help infants to develop their
social cognitive functions (Scaife and Burner 1975, Moore and Dunham 1995). The process
of joint attention is deﬁned as looking at the same object that someone else is looking at. The
ability of joint attention enables infants to acquire various kinds of social capabilities, e.g.
language communication (Morales et al. 1998), mind reading (Baron-Cohen 1995) and
so on, through interactions with caregivers. A number of researchers in cognitive developmental science have explained the developmental process of infants’ joint attention (Moore
and Dunham 1995). Butterworth and Jarrett (1991) have investigated how infants develop
the ability of joint attention through interactions with their caregivers. They suggested
that infants acquire the ability through three developmental stages from 6 to 18 months
old. The developmental phenomena of infants’ joint attention have been explained through
these studies. However, the developmental mechanisms have not yet been revealed.
Robotics researchers (Breazeal and Scassellati 2000, Kozima and Yano 2001, Imai et al.
2001, Scassellati 2002) have built the mechanisms of joint attention for their robots. They
have investigated how the robots acquire social cognitive functions or realize social communication based on joint attention. However, the behaviours of joint attention of the
robots were fully programmed by designers in advance; in other words, how the robots
acquire such an ability through interactions with their environments was not discussed.
In contrast, Fasel et al. (2002) presented a developmental model of joint attention based
on a proper interaction of innate motivations and contingency learning. However, the
validity of their model has not been veriﬁed through implementation in an artiﬁcial agent.
Nagai et al. (2002) proposed a constructive model by which a robot learns joint attention
through interactions with a human caregiver. They showed that a robot was able to acquire
the ability of joint attention based on task evaluation from a caregiver, and the learning
process became more efﬁcient owing to the development of the robot’s and the caregiver’s
internal mechanisms. However, human infants do not always seem to be provided task
evaluation from caregivers, and the intention of their study was not to explain the staged
developmental process of infants’ joint attention.
This paper presents a constructive model that enables a robot to acquire the ability of
joint attention without any task evaluation from a human caregiver and to reproduce the
staged developmental process of infants’ joint attention. The proposed model consists of
the robot’s embedded mechanisms: visual attention and learning with self-evaluation.
The former is to ﬁnd and look at a salient object in the robot’s view, and the latter is
to evaluate the success of visual attention and then to learn sensorimotor co-ordination.
Since the success of visual attention does not always correspond to the success of joint
attention, the robot has incorrect learning data for joint attention as well as correct data.
However, the robot is expected statistically to lose incorrect data as outliers because such
data do not have any correlation in the sensorimotor co-ordination, while correct data
have a correlation. As a result, the robot acquires the ability of joint attention by ﬁnding
the correlation in the sensorimotor co-ordination even if multiple objects are placed at
random positions in an environment and the caregiver does not provide any task evaluation to the robot. In addition, it is expected that the robot reproduces the staged developmental process of infants’ joint attention by shifting the attention mechanism from
the embedded one, which is the mechanism of visual attention, to the acquired one,
which is the sensorimotor co-ordination for joint attention. To the best of our knowledge,
this study is the ﬁrst to propose a computational model to explain the developmental
mechanisms of infants’ joint attention and to demonstrate that the ability of joint
attention could develop without any external evaluation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, the developmental process of
infants’ joint attention suggested in cognitive developmental science is explained.
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Then, the proposed constructive model by which a robot acquires the ability of joint
attention based on visual attention and learning with self-evaluation is described. The
learning process through which a robot ﬁnds a correlation in its sensorimotor co-ordination
for joint attention is explained using a simpliﬁed example. Next, some experiments that
verify the validity of the proposed model are shown. Finally, there is a discussion.
2. The staged developmental process of infants’ joint attention
Butterworth and Jarrett (1991) have investigated how human infants develop the ability
of joint attention through interactions with their caregivers. They examined what kinds of
cues infants utilized for selecting the target to be gazed at in an experimental environment where an infant and his/her caregiver were seated face-to-face and several objects
were placed around them. Their observational experiments found that infants develop the
ability of joint attention through three stages, as shown in ﬁgure 1.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Ecological stage at 6 to 9 months old: In the ﬁrst stage, an infant does not have the
ability of joint attention. The infant shows a tendency to look at an interesting
object in its ﬁeld of view regardless of the direction of the caregiver’s gaze
(see ﬁgure 1(a)). Even if the caregiver is looking at the far object, the infant prefers
to look at a salient object, such as a moving one, in the ﬁeld of its view because
salient objects attract the interest of the infant.
Geometric stage at 12 months old: In the second stage, an infant comes to realize
joint attention. The infant in this stage tracks the direction of the caregiver’s
gaze and looks at the same object that the caregiver is looking at (see ﬁgure 1(b)).
However, even in this stage, the infant exhibits the gaze-following only when the
object is observed within the ﬁeld of the infant’s view.
Representational stage at 18 months old: In the ﬁnal stage, an infant acquires the
ability of joint attention. The infant is able to turn around along the direction of
the caregiver’s gaze and to identify the object that the caregiver is looking at even
if the object is outside the ﬁeld of the infant’s ﬁrst view (see ﬁgure 1(c)).

Figure 1. The staged developmental process of infants’ joint attention: (a) in the ecological
stage, an infant shows a tendency to look at an interesting object regardless of the direction of
the caregiver’s gaze; (b) in the geometric stage, the infant comes to realize joint attention only
when the object that the caregiver is looking at is observed in the ﬁeld of the infant’s view;
and (c) in the representational stage, the infant acquires the ability of joint attention and
realizes it even if the object that the caregiver is looking at is outside the infant’s view.
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The developmental phenomena of infants’ joint attention have been explained in this
way; however, the developmental mechanisms have not been revealed yet. Furthermore,
any computational model to explain the development of infants’ joint attention cannot
be found.
3. A constructive model for the development of joint attention
3.1. The task deﬁnition of joint attention
An environmental set-up for joint attention is shown in ﬁgure 2, in which a robot with
two cameras, a human caregiver and multiple salient objects, which have a bright colour,
an intricate pattern, or a motion, are indicated. The environment is not structured, in other
words, the positions of objects change randomly every trial. The caregiver looks at one
object (in ﬁgure 2, he/she is looking at a square object) and changes the object to be
gazed at every trial. The robot obtains its camera image I and the angle of its camera
head h ¼ [ypan, ytilt] as inputs, and outputs a motor command Dh ¼ [Dypan , Dytilt ] to
rotate the camera head. The joint attention task in this situation is deﬁned as a process
by which the robot outputs a motor command Dh based on sensor inputs I and h, and
consequently looks at the same object that the caregiver is looking at. The robot is
required to acquire the sensorimotor co-ordination to realize joint attention through
learning.
3.2. The proposed model
The proposed constructive model for the development of joint attention is shown in
ﬁgure 3. As described earlier, a robot obtains its camera image I and the angle of its camera head h as inputs and outputs a motor command Dh to rotate the camera head. In the
model, the robot has the following mechanisms:
(a)

visual attention, which consists of a salient feature detector and a visual feedback
controller, and has the capability to ﬁnd and gaze at a salient object in the robot’s
current view;

Figure 2. An environmental set-up for joint attention between a robot and a human caregiver.
The environment includes multiple salient objects, and the robot and the caregiver, who is
looking at one object, are seated face-to-face. The joint attention task in this situation is
deﬁned as a process by which the robot outputs a motor command Dh ¼ [Dypan , Dytilt ] based
on sensor inputs I and h ¼ [ypan , ytilt ], and consequently looks at the same object that the
caregiver is looking at.
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Figure 3. The proposed constructive model for the development of joint attention. A robot
obtains its camera image I and the angle of the camera head h as inputs, and outputs a motor
command Dh to rotate the camera head. The model includes the mechanisms of visual
attention, which consists of a salient feature detector and a visual feedback controller, and
learning with self-evaluation, which consists of a learning module and an internal evaluator.
The former generates an output to look at a salient object in the robot’s view, and the latter
learns sensorimotor co-ordination when visual attention has succeeded. The gate module
makes a choice between outputs from the visual feedback controller VF Dh and the learning
module LM Dh.

(b)

(c)

learning with self-evaluation, which consists of a learning module and an internal
evaluator and has the capability to evaluate the success of visual attention and then
to learn the sensorimotor co-ordination;
gate, which makes a choice between an output from the visual feedback controller
and an output from the learning module according to a selecting rate.

Based on the embedded mechanisms, the robot acquires the sensorimotor coordination for joint attention in the learning module through the following process.
(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

The robot ﬁrst looks at the caregiver who is looking at an object and obtains the
sensor inputs I and h.
If a salient object is observed in I, the robot detects the object by the salient feature
detector and then generates a motor command VF Dh to look at the object by the
visual feedback controller.
At the same time, the robot generates a motor command LM Dh by the learning
module based on the inputs of the caregiver’s face image, which has been detected
by the salient feature detector, and the angle of the camera head h.
The gate makes a choice between VF Dh and LM Dh according to the selecting rate
that is designed to select mainly the former one at the beginning of learning and
gradually to come to select the latter one as learning advances. The robot outputs
the selected motor command as Dh ( ¼VF Dh or LM Dh).
After the motor output, if an object is observed in the centre of the robot’s camera
image, the robot evaluates the success of visual attention by the internal evaluator
and triggers learning in the learning module.
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The robot learns the sensorimotor co-ordination in the learning module by
backpropagation using the output Dh when visual attention has succeeded as
a reference.
Repeat the above.

It should be noted here that the success of visual attention does not always correspond to
the success of joint attention. Because the environment includes multiple salient objects
as shown in ﬁgure 2, the robot mostly looks at a different object from that at which the
caregiver is looking, based on the mechanism of visual attention and looks at the same
object only at a chance level. Therefore, the robot has two kinds of learning data: correct
learning data for joint attention and incorrect data.
 In the former case, i.e. when the robot has looked at the same object that the
caregiver is looking at, the robot can ﬁnd a correlation for joint attention in the
sensorimotor co-ordination of the learning module. The reason is that the position
of the object that the robot as well as the caregiver are looking at is uniquely
determined by the image of the caregiver’s face.
 In the latter case, i.e. when the robot has looked at a different object from that at which
the caregiver is looking, the robot cannot ﬁnd any correlation in the sensorimotor
co-ordination of the learning module. The reason is that the position of the object that the
robot has looked at does not uniquely correspond to the image of the caregiver’s face.
As a result, the incorrect learning data in the latter case would be expected to be
statistically lost as outliers through learning. In contrast, the correlation in the sensorimotor co-ordination that has been acquired when joint attention succeeded is relatively
enhanced. The process of ﬁnding the correlation for joint attention in the sensorimotor
co-ordination is illustrated in the Appendix using a simple example. This demonstrates
that the proposed model enables the robot to acquire the ability of joint attention without
any task evaluation from the caregiver. Furthermore, the robot is expected to improve the
acquired sensorimotor co-ordination by increasing the selecting rate of an output from
the learning module as learning advances. Applying an output from the learning module
that has already acquired the sensorimotor co-ordination for joint attention enables the
robot to have correct learning data at a higher probability. As a result, the robot is
able to acquire more appropriate sensorimotor co-ordination for joint attention. This
also changes the robot’s behaviour. It is expected that the change of the selecting rate
of outputs in the gate module makes the robot shift its behaviour from visual attention,
which is embedded, to joint attention, which is acquired through learning.
The following sections explain the modules in the proposed model: the salient feature
detector, the visual feedback controller, the internal evaluator, the learning module and
the gate, in order.
3.2.1. Salient feature detector. The salient feature detector extracts distinguishing image
areas from I by colour, edge, motion and face detectors. The colour, edge and motion
detectors extract objects (i ¼ 1, . . . , n) that have a bright colour, an intricate pattern and a
motion, respectively. Then, the salient feature detector selects the most interesting object
itrg among the extracted objects by comparing the sum of the interests of all features.
itrg ¼ arg max (ac ficol þ ae fiedg þ am fimot ),
i

(1)
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where ficol , fiedg and fi mot indicate the size of the coloured area, the complexity of the
pattern and the amount of the motion of the object i, respectively. The coefﬁcients
(ac , ae , am ) denote the degrees of the interests in three features, which are determined
based on the context or the characteristics of the robot. This mechanism makes the
robot randomly change the object to be gazed at every trial. At the same time, the
face detector extracts face-like stimuli of the caregiver by template matching. The detection of face-like stimuli is a fundamental ability for social agents, therefore it should
be treated in the same manner as the detection of the primitive features. The detected
primitive features of the object itrg and the face-like one of the caregiver are sent to
the visual feedback controller and the learning module, respectively.
3.2.2. Visual feedback controller. The visual feedback controller receives the detected
image feature of the object itrg and then generates a motor command VF Dh for the camera
head to gaze at the object. First, this controller calculates the position (xi , yi ) of the object
itrg in the camera image and then generates a motor command VF Dh as
VF

Dh ¼

 VF

Dypan
VF
Dytilt






xi  cx
¼g
,
yi  cy

(2)

where g is a scalar gain and (cx, cy) denote the centre position of the camera image.
The motor command VF Dh is sent to the gate module as an output of the visual feedback
controller.
As described above, visual attention which is one of the robot’s embedded mechanisms
is realized by the salient feature detector and the visual feedback controller.
3.2.3. Internal evaluator. The other embedded mechanism, which is learning with selfevaluation, is realized by the internal evaluator and the learning module.
The internal evaluator detects the success of visual attention when
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(xi  cx)2 þ ( yi  cy)2 < dth ,

(3)

where dth denotes a threshold for evaluating whether the robot looks at an object in the
centre of the camera image or not. If an object is observed in the centre of the camera
image, the internal evaluator triggers learning processing in the learning module. Note
that the internal evaluator does not know the success of joint attention but knows the
success of visual attention.
3.2.4. Learning module. The learning module consists of a three-layered neural network,
shown in ﬁgure 4. In the forward processing, this module receives the image of the
caregiver’s face and the angle of the camera head h as inputs, and outputs LM Dh as a
motor command. The caregiver’s face image, which is input as the value of brightness of
each pixel, is utilized to estimate the motor command LM Dh to follow the caregiver’s gaze
direction. The angle of the camera head h is used to rotate the camera head incrementally
because the caregiver’s attention cannot be narrowed down to a particular point along the
line of the caregiver’s gaze. The generated motor command LM Dh is sent to the gate
module as an output from the learning module.
In the learning processing, when the learning module is triggered by the internal
evaluator, the module learns sensorimotor co-ordination by backpropagation using the
output Dh when visual attention has succeeded as a reference. As mentioned above,
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Figure 4. The learning module which consists of a three-layered neural network. The module
receives a caregiver’s face image and the angle of the camera head h as inputs and outputs a
motor command LM Dh. When the module is triggered by the internal evaluator, the module
learns sensorimotor co-ordination by backpropagation using the output Dh when visual
attention has succeeded as a reference.

the internal evaluator triggers learning according to the success of visual attention, not
joint attention; therefore, this module has not only correct learning data for joint attention
but also incorrect data. In the former case, the learning module is able to acquire a
correlation in the sensorimotor correlation for joint attention. In contrast, in the latter
case the module is not able to ﬁnd any correlation because the inputs and the outputs
do not have a unique correspondence but have a random correspondence. Thus, the
learning module is expected statistically to lose incorrect data as outliers as described
above and to enhance relatively the correlation in the sensorimotor co-ordination
acquired when joint attention has succeeded. As a result, the robot acquires the ability
of joint attention in the learning module without any task evaluation from the caregiver.
3.2.5. Gate. The gate module arbitrates a motor command Dh between VF Dh from the
visual feedback controller and LM Dh from the learning module. The gate module sets a
gating function to deﬁne the selecting rate of the outputs. At the beginning of learning, the
selecting rate of VF Dh is set to a higher probability than that of LM Dh because the learning
module has not yet acquired appropriate sensorimotor co-ordination for joint attention.
On the other hand, in the later stage of learning, the output LM Dh from the learning
module, which has acquired the sensorimotor co-ordination for joint attention, becomes
more probable for selection. This gate module enables the robot to increase the proportion of correct learning data as learning advances and consequently to acquire more
appropriate sensorimotor co-ordination for joint attention in the learning module. The
experiments presented in this paper use a sigmoid function for the selecting rate, which
is deﬁned by a designer in advance.
3.3. The staged learning process of joint attention
It is expected that the proposed model makes the robot acquire the ability of joint attention through a staged learning process. Figure 5 represents the transition of the robot’s
behaviour through three stages. In each stage, the behaviour of the robot is represented
as the change of its camera image when the robot shifts its gaze direction based on the
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Figure 5. The staged learning process of the robot’s joint attention. This ﬁgure shows the
transition of the robot’s behaviour, which is shown as the change of the robot’s camera image,
through the learning stages I, II and III. In stage I, the robot has a tendency to look at an
interesting object in the ﬁeld of the robot’s view regardless of the direction of the caregiver’s
gaze since the gate module mainly selects the output VF Dh. In stage II, the robot realizes joint
attention by generating the output LM Dh only when the object that the caregiver is looking at
is observed in the ﬁeld of the robot’s ﬁrst view. In stage III, the robot realizes joint attention
by generating the output LM Dh incrementally even if the object is outside the robot’s view.
This staged learning process is considered to be equivalent to the developmental process of
infants’ joint attention shown in ﬁgure 1.

output VF Dh or LM Dh. In the ﬁgure, a rectangle indicates a camera image of the robot, and
arrows which connect the corners of two rectangles show a motor output of the robot.
 Stage I: In the ﬁrst stage of learning, the robot has a tendency to look at an interesting
object in the ﬁeld of the robot’s view based on the embedded mechanism of visual
attention since the gate module mainly selects VF Dh as a robot’s motor command. At
the top of ﬁgure 5, the robot outputs VF1 Dh or VF2 Dh case by case and looks at one
object in the centre of the camera image regardless of the direction of the caregiver’s
gaze. At the same time, the robot starts to learn the sensorimotor co-ordination in
each case.
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 Stage II: In the middle stage of learning, the robot is able to realize joint attention
only when the object that the caregiver is looking at is observed in the ﬁeld of the
robot’s ﬁrst view. At the middle left of ﬁgure 5, the robot looks at the same object that
the caregiver is looking at based on the output LM1 Dh from the learning module that
has acquired the sensorimotor co-ordination for joint attention in stage I. At the
middle right of ﬁgure 5, if the object that the caregiver is looking at is outside the ﬁeld
of the robot’s ﬁrst view, the robot can ﬁnd the object not at the centre of the camera
image but at the periphery by generating LM1 Dh. Then, if several objects are observed
in the camera image, the robot outputs VF3 Dh or VF4 Dh to look at the most interesting
object case by case. When visual attention has succeeded, the robot learns the
sensorimotor co-ordination in each case as well as stage I.
 Stage III: In the ﬁnal stage, the robot has acquired the complete ability of joint
attention owing to learning in stages I and II. At the bottom of ﬁgure 5, the robot can
identify the object that the caregiver is looking at by generating LM1 Dh and LM3 Dh
incrementally even if the object is not observed in the ﬁeld of the robot’s ﬁrst view. The
sensorimotor co-ordinations of LM1 Dh and LM3 Dh have been acquired through learning
in stages I and II because they had a correlation in the sensorimotor co-ordination.
The staged learning process of the robot’s joint attention can be regarded as equivalent to
the staged developmental process of infants’ joint attention shown in ﬁgure 1. Stages I, II
and III of the robot correspond to infants at 6–9, 12 and 18 months old, respectively. The
next section veriﬁes the learning process of the robot’s joint attention through experiments.
4. Experiment
4.1. An experimental set-up
It was examined whether an actual robot can acquire the ability of joint attention based
on the proposed model without any task evaluation from a human caregiver in an
unstructured environment, including multiple objects. An experimental environment is
shown in ﬁgure 6(a), and the robot’s camera image in this situation is shown in
ﬁgure 6(b). In the environment, several objects with a bright colour are placed randomly
around the robot and the caregiver. The caregiver looks at one object that is randomly
selected every trial (in ﬁgure 6, she is looking at the object in her hand). The robot
has two cameras, which rotate on the pan and the tilt axes, and detect the caregiver’s
face and the objects by the salient feature detector from the camera image as shown
in ﬁgure 6(b). The rectangle in the left image in ﬁgure 6(b) shows the position of the
caregiver’s face detected by template matching, and the highlighted areas in the right
image show the objects with a bright colour extracted by using thresholds in colour
space. The detected image of the caregiver’s face is input to the learning module as
the value of brightness of each pixel, and the robot learns its sensorimotor co-ordination
for joint attention in the learning module.
The experiment presented in this section applied the following parameters. The
degrees of the robot’s interests in image features in equation (1) were deﬁned as
(ac , ae , am ) ¼ (1, 0, 0); in other words, the robot was designed to prefer to look at an
object that had a bright colour and a larger size in the camera image. Note that the caregiver did not know the preference of the robot. The threshold dth in equation (3) for the
determination of the success of visual attention was deﬁned as dth ¼ Wx =6, where Wx
denotes the width of the robot’s camera image. Under these conditions, learning data
sets were acquired in the real environment in advance, and then ofﬂine learning was
conducted. Each data set included:
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Figure 6. An experimental set-up for joint attention. (a) An experimental environment for
joint attention in which a robot with two cameras, a human caregiver and multiple salient
objects are shown. The objects are randomly placed every trial, and the caregiver looks at one
object that has been selected at random. The robot ﬁrst looks at the caregiver and captures
its camera image as shown in (b). (b) The robot’s camera image acquired in situation (a).
The rectangle in the left image shows the position of the caregiver’s face detected by template
matching, and the highlighted areas on the right show the objects with a bright colour
extracted by using thresholds in colour space. This processing is conducted by the salient
feature detector in the proposed model.

 input data: a left camera image I, in which the caregiver’s face was extracted as a
window of size 30  25 [pixels], and the angles of the camera head h ¼ [ypan , ytilt ]
when the robot was looking at the caregiver’s face;
 output data when joint attention succeeded: a motor command Dh for the camera
head to shift the robot’s gaze direction from the caregiver’s face to the object that the
caregiver was looking at;
 output data when joint attention failed while visual attention succeeded: motor
commands Dh to look at different objects from those which the caregiver was looking
at, only these data were obtained in a simulation.
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One hundred and twenty-ﬁve data sets were randomly utilized in ofﬂine learning. The
robot learned its sensorimotor co-ordination in the learning module by backpropagation
using the above input data and either of two kinds of output data as a reference. The
number of units in the learning module was set as 752 (30  25 þ 2) for the input
units, seven for the hidden units and two for the output units. The number of hidden
units was determined based on preliminary experiments.
4.2. The change of the task performance
It was veriﬁed how the task performance of joint attention changed depending on the
number of objects over learning. The gating function to select a motor output in the
gate module was deﬁned as a sigmoid one, shown in ﬁgure 7(a). The horizontal axis
denotes the learning time step, and the vertical one denotes the selecting rate of the output LM Dh from the learning module. The output VF Dh from the visual feedback controller
was selected at the residual rate. This gating function was designed based on preliminary
experiments.
Figure 7(b) shows the changes of the success rates of joint attention over learning, in
which the number of objects is set to one, three, ﬁve, or ten. The case whose number
of object equals one means that the robot always learns correct sensorimotor co-ordination
for joint attention. In contrast, the case of ten means that the robot has correct learning data
only at 1/10 proportion at the beginning of learning. However, the robot is expected to
increase the proportion of correct data by adapting outputs from the learning module
that has already acquired sensorimotor co-ordination for joint attention. From this
result, it can be found that the success rates of joint attention are at chance levels at the
beginning of learning; however, they increase to high performance at the end although
the environment includes multiple objects. In the case that the number of objects is set
to ﬁve, the success rate of joint attention improves from 20%, which is just a chance
level, to 85%.
4.3. The staged learning process of joint attention
It was investigated how the robot changed its behaviour through the learning process.
We focused on the result when the number of objects was set to ﬁve in ﬁgure 7(b)
and examined the robot’s behaviour in the three stages I, II and III, whose learning
periods were 2–5, 20–23 and 45–48 [  104 ], respectively.
Figure 8 shows the pan angle of the robot’s camera head when it realized visual attention, in which ‘’ and ‘’ indicate the success of joint attention and the failure, respectively. In other words, the former means that the robot has looked at the same object as the
caregiver, while the latter means that the robot has looked at a different object. Note that
objects also exist at the positions of those areas that do not include any mark. The pan
angle of the robot’s camera head is 0 when the robot is looking at the caregiver, and
the view range of the robot is 18 . In other words, the objects found within 18 are
observed in the ﬁeld of the robot’s view when the robot is looking at the caregiver.
From this result, we can see that the number of successes of joint attention increases as
learning advances, and at the same time the range of the camera angle when the robot
has realized joint attention gradually exceeds the range of 18 . The reason the robot
seldom or never achieves visual attention or joint attention over 18 in stage I is that
the robot in this stage mainly selects the output from the visual feedback controller
based on the gating function shown in ﬁgure 7(a) and looks at an object in the ﬁeld of
the robot’s ﬁrst view. It is conﬁrmed that this experimental result demonstrates the stages
of the learning process of joint attention shown in ﬁgure 5. In other words, the learning
process of the robot’s joint attention based on the proposed model can be regarded as
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Figure 7. The gating function for selecting a motor output in the gate module and the
changes of the success rates of joint attention over learning. (a) The gating function utilized
in the experiments. The output LM Dh from the learning module was selected at the rate of the
value of this sigmoid function, and the output VF Dh from the visual feedback controller was
selected at the residual rate. (b) The changes of the success rates of joint attention over
learning. Each curve shows the result when the number of objects was set to one, three, ﬁve,
or 10. The success rates of all cases are at chance levels at the beginning of learning;
however, they increase to high levels at the end. This result indicates that the proposed model
enables a robot to acquire the ability of joint attention without any evaluation from the
caregiver even if the environment includes several objects. The behaviour of the robot in the
highlighted stages I, II, and III are discussed in ﬁgure 8.

equivalent to the developmental process of infants’ joint attention shown in ﬁgure 1. Each
behaviour of the robot’s joint attention in stages I, II and III corresponds to the behaviour
of infants at 6–9, 12 and 18 months old, respectively.
4.4. Evaluation of the ﬁnal task performance in a real environment
Finally, we evaluated the ﬁnal task performance of the robot in a real environment. The
sensorimotor co-ordination in the learning module acquired through ofﬂine learning
when the number of objects was set to ﬁve was implemented in the actual robot
shown in ﬁgure 6(a). The robot performed based on the implemented learning module
and realized joint attention with a human caregiver.
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Figure 8. An experimental result of the staged learning process of joint attention. This graph
plots the pan angle of the robot’s camera head when the robot has achieved visual attention,
in which ‘’ and ‘’ indicate the success of joint attention and the failure of joint attention,
respectively. In stage I, the robot can realize joint attention only at a chance level and has a
tendency to look at an object inside the ﬁeld of the robot’s ﬁrst view. This is because the
output from the visual feedback controller is mainly selected by the gate module. In stage II,
the robot comes to realize joint attention within the robot’s ﬁrst view. Finally, in stage III the
robot realizes joint attention at every position. This learning process of the robot’s joint
attention is considered to be equivalent to the developmental process of the infants’ one
shown in ﬁgure 1.

Figure 9 shows the experimental results in which the ﬁnal task performance of the
robot is indicated in its camera image. Figure 9(a) shows the robot’s camera images
when the robot is gazing at the caregiver who is looking at an object at various positions.
In each image, a caregiver’s face image enclosed in a rectangle indicates the input to the
learning module, and a vector on the face shows the output from the module. Note that a
vector does not mean the gaze of the caregiver but means the motor command of the
robot. In other words, the horizontal component and the vertical one of a vector indicate
the pan and the tilt angles of the motor command, respectively. The robot rotates its camera head based on the motor command and tries to ﬁnd the object that the caregiver is
looking at. Figure 9(b) shows the change of the robot’s camera image when it shifts
its gaze direction from the caregiver’s face to the object based on the output from the
learning module. The robot generates motor commands by the learning module using
the caregiver’s face image enclosed in a rectangle in the top-left image and the angle
of the camera head until ﬁnding any object in the centre of the camera image. A circle
and a cross line in each image show the gazing area of the robot and the object’s position
detected by the salient feature detector, respectively. In this trial, the robot incrementally
outputs the motor commands LM1 Dh, LM2 Dh and LM3 Dh at each step, and consequently
ﬁnds the object that the caregiver is looking at. The success rate of joint attention in a
real environment was 85% ( ¼ 17/20 [trials]) under the condition that the caregiver
was the same person as the learned one, and the objects were set at different positions
from the learned ones. From the results of ﬁgure 9(a, b), it is conﬁrmed that the learning
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Figure 9. Experimental results that show the ﬁnal task performance of the robot in a real
environment. Each result shows the robot’s camera image, in which the sensorimotor coordination acquired in the learning module based on the proposed model is indicated. (a) The
robot’s camera images in which the sensorimotor co-ordination in the learning module
acquired based on the proposed model is indicated. In each image, a caregiver’s face image
enclosed in a rectangle shows the input to the learning module, and a vector on the face shows
the output from the module. Note that a vector does not mean the gaze of the caregiver but
means the motor command of the robot. (b) The change of the robot’s camera image when the
robot shifts its gaze direction from the caregiver’s face to the object that the caregiver is
looking at based on outputs from the learning module. This result shows that the learning
module has acquired adequate ability to realize joint attention in a real environment.
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module has acquired the adequate ability to realize joint attention in a real environment
based on the proposed model.
5. Discussion
This paper has proposed a constructive model for the development of joint attention.
The experimental results showed that:
 the proposed model enables a robot to acquire the ability of joint attention without any
task evaluation from a caregiver even if the environment includes multiple objects;
 the proposed model makes a robot reproduce the staged developmental process of
infants’ joint attention.
In cognitive science, the developmental phenomena of infants’ joint attention have been
explained (e.g. Butterworth and Jarrett 1991), however the developmental mechanisms
have not yet been revealed. The proposed model is designed based on knowledge
about infants that has been found in cognitive science and demonstrates the developmental process of infants’ joint attention. The capabilities embedded in the robot, i.e.
visual attention and learning with self-evaluation, have been indicated to be inherent
also in human infants (Bremner 1994). The staged learning process of the robot’s joint
attention shown in ﬁgure 8 seems to be similar to the staged developmental process of
infants’ joint attention shown in ﬁgure 1. These similarities in both the mechanism
and the developmental phenomenon suggest that the proposed model could be one of
the models to explain how infants acquire the ability of joint attention.
In the future, a more efﬁcient learning mechanism should be developed so that real-time
learning can be conducted. It is expected that the experiments of real-time learning in a real
environment expose true difﬁculties in the development of communication. To address
such difﬁculties is challenging for the researchers in both cognitive science and robotics.
In addition, an adaptive gate module should be designed. Infants are conjectured to shift
their behaviours according to the performance of each behaviour. The robot should be
designed to shift its behaviours by using any performance of itself, e.g. the success
rate of visual attention by the learning module. The acquired learning module should be
analysed for explaining how the robot represents the ability of joint attention in the sensorimotor co-ordination. For the purpose of explanation, the learning experiment should be
conducted using several caregivers in turn. The learning of various experiences allows
the robot to acquire the well-understood ability of joint attention. The explanation of the
robot’s mechanism will help us to understand the infants’ mechanisms of joint attention.
To resolve these issues would make the proposed model much more valuable.
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Appendix: The mechanism to ﬁnd a correlation in sensorimotor co-ordination
for joint attention
This appendix illustrates how a robot ﬁnds a correlation for joint attention in its sensorimotor co-ordination based on the proposed model with a simple example. Figure A1
shows three situations, each of which includes a robot, a caregiver and two objects.
The environment changes in every situation. The robot is expected to acquire the ability
of joint attention by ﬁnding a correlation in the sensorimotor co-ordination through
learning based on the experience of visual attention.
 Situation I: First, the environment includes objects 1 and 2. The robot as well as the
caregiver have two choices to look at an object based on the mechanism of visual
attention. The robot learns its sensorimotor co-ordination based on the mechanism
of learning with self-evaluation when visual attention has succeeded. In this situation,
the robot acquires the connections of C1:R1 (the caregiver is looking at object 1, and
the robot is looking at object 1), C1:R2, C2:R1 and C2:R2. Since the learning of these
connections is executed in equal proportions, these connections have equal strengths.
 Situation II: Next, the environment changes into including objects 2 and 3. The four
connections acquired in situation I are maintained as they are. The robot learns the
sensorimotor co-ordination in the same manner as in situation I. In this situation,
the robot acquires the connections of C2:R2, C2:R3, C3:R2 and C3:R3. Note that the
learning of the connection of C2:R2 is for the second time, therefore the strength of
the connection is doubled compared with other connections.
 Situation III: Finally, the environment changes into including objects 1 and 3. The
robot learns the sensorimotor co-ordination in the same manner as in situations I
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Figure A1. The process of ﬁnding a correlation for joint attention in the sensorimotor
co-ordination through learning based on the proposed model. In each situation, the
environment changes into including two objects, and the robot as well as the caregiver have
two choices to look at an object. The robot learns the connection between the sensor input
and the motor output when visual attention has succeeded. As a result the connection has
strength proportional to the number of learning. In this example, the robot acquires the
sensorimotor co-ordination shown on the lower right, in which the connections of C1:R1,
C2:R2 and C3:R3 when joint attention has succeeded are relatively enhanced compared with
others and show a correlation. This result explains that the proposed model enables the
robot to acquire the ability of joint attention by ﬁnding the correlation in its sensorimotor
co-ordination without any evaluation from the caregiver.

and II. In this situation, the robot acquires the connections of C1:R1, C1:R3, C3:R1
and C3:R3. Since the learning of the connections of C1:R1 and C3:R3 are for the
second time, the strengths of these connections are doubled compared with other
connections as well as C2:R2.
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As a result, the robot acquires the sensorimotor co-ordination shown in the lower right
of ﬁgure A1, in which the connections of C1:R1, C2:R2 and C3:R3 are relatively
enhanced compared with other connections. It can be conﬁrmed that these enhanced
connections show a correlation in the sensorimotor co-ordination, and all of the connections have acquired when the robot looked at the same object that the caregiver was
looking at, that is, when joint attention succeeded. It can be concluded that the proposed
model enables the robot to acquire the ability of joint attention by ﬁnding the correlation
in the sensorimotor co-ordination. This example shows the case when the number of
objects is limited to under three and the positions of objects are ﬁxed, however the real
model can deal with more than three objects that are placed at random positions. It can be
proved mathematically that the sensorimotor co-ordination when joint attention has
succeeded is relatively enhanced compared with that when joint attention has failed
under the condition that the number of objects is smaller than the resolution of the
environment.

